
 
 

LightWork Talent Management: The Next Generation for PerformancePAM Talent 

Management 
 

LightWork Talent Management (formerly PerformancePAM) is excited to announce its release as the next 

generation talent management product. With this rebrand comes a friendlier, more intuitive user experience 

and greater flexibility for an employee performance management process as unique as your company. 

 

July 15, 2013 – Deland, FL – LightWork Talent Management, a transformation of the PerformancePAM Talent 

Management software, is designed to help identify strengths and areas for improvement in employee 

performance and set goals for employee and corporate success. Web-based with familiar Microsoft Windows 

navigation, LightWork integrates with all HR systems with tightest integration to Sage HRMS.  This redesigned 

performance appraisal platform has all the capabilities of the product we know and love, brought to you with 

more flexibility, customization and intuitive interfaces.  The easily modified appraisals and criteria templates 

that made PerformancePAM stand out in the market, are now even more adaptable based on valuable 

feedback provided by current clients.   

 

“These latest advancements in LightWork speak to our continued commitment to provide the highest level 

user experience both with our product and through our interactions with customers”, says Elizabeth Counts, 

Director of Business Development for LightWork Software. “We are excited to share LightWork’s clean look 

and feel and strong configuration options that make it a natural choice for any company looking for a strong 

talent management solution.” 

 

Among the many new features available, LightWork also offers greater browser capability, enhanced group 

security, and visual customization.  Users now have the ability to define the product to their company culture 

with color theming, logo replacement, and text modification.  The employee details have also been enriched 

allowing administrators to have HR resources at their fingertips.  Employee pictures can be accessed within 

their profiles, putting a face with a name and letting users get to know the most valuable assets of their 

organization.  

 

Our turnkey implementation process makes LightWork easy to deploy and sets you up to maintain your 

company’s employee performance appraisal system with little effort. The product is 100% web-based ensuring 

convenient access anywhere and anytime.  With customizable templates, progress tracking capabilities, 

notifications, goal management, and scoring, LightWork will allow you to get started quickly and have a 

complete employee appraisal solution that will essentially manage itself. 

 

To speak with someone about LightWork Talent Management, please call 800.551.6875 x214. To learn more 

about LightWork and view an online demo, please visit www.lightworktalentmanagement.com.   

http://www.lightworktalentmanagement.com/


 

About LightWork 

LightWork was developed from the ground up in the latest technology through direction from clients. It is 

friendly, intuitive, and helps you develop your workforce and increase workplace performance and 

satisfaction. To learn more about LightWork, please visit www.lightworksoftware.com.  

http://www.lightworksoftware.com/

